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Dear parents,
Do you wish to join our school?
You may want to have more detailed information about our
facilities ?
This little guidebook aims to present the LFB, to help you
understand its structure, its educational and institutional
systems, its organization and the rules that govern it.
It will guide you through every step from your child’s preregistration until he/she leaves, and give you all the practical
information you will need before, during and after your child
begins classes in the LFB.
Do not hesitate to contact the LFB secretariat if you
have not found the answers you need in this guidebook.
Véronique Larive,
School Principal

This guidebook is the property of the French School of Bali
All rights reserved. Reproduction prohibited.
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Structure

Enrollment

Registration

LYCEE FRANÇAIS DE BALI
post: Banjar Umalas Kauh, Kerobokan Kuta
80117 - Bali – Indonésie
email: administration@lfbali.com
phone: (62) (361) 4732 314
fax : (62) (361) 4732 315

Présentation du
LFB
Open since 1991, with a few
classes, the French
International School of Bali
Louis Antoine de Bougainville
a foundation registered under
Indonesian law (yayasan) and
a French institution approved
by the Ministry of National
Education partner of the
Agency for French Teaching
Abroad, and under the
supervision of french
ambassy, has grown and
changed considerably in
recent years.
It is part of the worldwide network of 500 overseas French
institutions.
It currently has 16 to 18 classes, from kindergarten to Year 12,
about 300 students, and a teaching, administrative and service team of
more than 60 persons.
Located in Umalas, in a quiet and green environment, the LFB
was recently extended and renovated , has a very new and modern
kindergarten, and benefits from a weel-equipped and functional structure
with quality facilities, adapted to the education of all our students.
It accepts children of French and others nationalities according to
the regulations, objectives and programmes of the French Ministry of
National Education.
It allows education to be consistent and guarantees reintegration
into the French school system, in France or abroad.
It prepares students for the DNB and BAC examinations.
Its mission is to accommodate and help each student to
grow in harmony : to find his bearings and his place in life, to
understand the challenges in school, to become independent, to
develop attitudes and skills that will enable him to build his
knowledge and to find his path over the years, and to become a
responsible, fulfilled adult.
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Structure and enrollment at the LFB
Our establishment welcomes students aged 2 to 20 years
old, of differents nationalities. It is made up of the 4 levels that
constitute pre-university education.
Primary school :
-Maternelle / Kindergarten : TPS/PS ( Toute petite section /Petite
section) ages 2-3-4 ; MS (Moyenne section) ages 4-5 ; GS (Grande
section) ages 5-6.
The welcome of the 2-year-old pupils (Toute Petite Section) is made
on the condition of availability and without nappies in the class of PS in
half a day (schooling in the morning)
-Elementary school :
CP : cours préparatoire / Year 1 ; CE1 : cours élémentaire 1 / Year 2 ;
CE2 : cours élémentaire 2 / Year 3 ; CM1 : cours moyen 1 / Year 4 ;
CM2 : cours moyen 2 / Year 5 .
Le Collège / Junior High School
6ème / Year 6, 5ème / Year 7, 4ème / Year 8, 3ème / Year 9
Le Lycée / Senior High School
2nde / Year 10, première / Year 11 and terminale / Year 12 with a
Science stream and an Economics/Social Studies stream.
In accordance with Ministry of National Education instructions, primary school
children are enrolled in their age group (calendar year), unless otherwise indicated
in the child’s school records from an approved French institution, which should be
provided at registration.
From Year 2 onwards, students from institutions outside of the French
national education system must take an entrance examination.
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Registration
Children
are
registered
by
the
registration
administration@lfbali.com tel : +62 361 47 32 314

service

:

The registration forms can be downloaded from the website
http://www.lfbali.com, they may also be obtained directly form the
secretariat , the reception desk or the financial division.
Registration for the school year begining in September : The forms must be
completed and submitted by June 1st at the latest.
Registration is confirmed only after annual registration fees have been
settled.
All information : rates, methods and means of payment, dates, are given in
the financial regulations enclosed with the registration forms. You may
also contact daf@lfbali.com .
Registration during the school year as a part-time student is possible
subject to available places, the registration forms must be completed and
school fees settled before the student commences classes.
An application for registration is valid only for a specific commencement
date. It is absolutely necessary to contact the secretariat in case of
changes.
Temporary short-term registration of a student is not possible for
attendance of less than 7 weeks.
Payments are settled directly with the accounting division.
Interviews and initial visits with the director may be arranged by
appointment through the secretariat : administration@lfbali.com.
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Financial assistance
Subject to conditions regarding nationality,
residence, means, family situation, and
attendance, school scholarships for French
children living with their families overseas are
granted every year to French school students
within the limits set by the AEFE’s budget.
The first campaign (in May) concerns families living in Bali who are
registered with the French Embassy (document required for the scholarship
application) and delisted from the Caisse d’Allocation Familiale (document
issued when leaving French territory).
The second session (in september) concerns children attending LFB from
September of the current year but having arrived after the first session, or
whose families received notifications of rejection or deferral from the first
session and wish to renew their application (additional documents or
change of circumstances).
The application forms are available from the LFB secretariat and must be
returned there within the time limit published for submission of
applications.
The consular service conducts an initial review of the application (family
situation and means according to the country’s grading scale) and a local
committee meets in Jakarta to decide on each application.
A social inquiry may be done to complete the examination at this level.
The committee’s proposals are sent to the AEFE who makes the final
decision on awarding scholarships and their quota following the
recommendations of the national scholarship committee.
Notification of the granting or rejection of the application is done by the
consular office at the end of the procedure (end of July / end of December).
Information on financial assistance can be found online on the website of
the French Embassy http://www.ambafrance-id.org/
The honorary consulate in Bali may also be consulted regarding the
preparation of the application (by appointment).
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Our networks and
partners
The LFB works in partnership with several organizations :
-The AEFE : the Agency for French Teaching Abroad, the
partner/supervising body that validates our organization, allows us to
participate in network activities (area and global projects, staff training,
audit and consulting assignments, logistical support..) and provides
subsidies to purchase school equipment.
-The IFI : the French Institute in Indonesia is the referring partner and pilot
.
of French institutions
in Indonesia
-The French Embassy is the partner/correspondant in relations with the
Indonesian authorities and the interface with the French government
(security, scholarships, ...)
-The honorary consulate in Bali and the chamber of commerce and
industry support the LFB in several sectors.
-The Alliance française : our partner for educational projects and events,
sharing of resources and facilities.
-L’UQAM : University of Quebec in Montreal, our partner in hosting trainee
teachers for long internships at the LFB, and LFB students at the
university of Montreal.
-L’ULR : University of languages in La Rochelle (France)
Meilleur-eleve.com : Partner and supplier of the school software used by
the students of the LFB.
-La gazette de Bali : French media in Indonesia, our preferred partner for
external communication campaigns.
-BSSA : Bali Schools Sport Association brings together the 12
international schools for sports competitions throughout the year.
-BOSHA : Quarterly meetings of the heads of international schools to
discuss shared problems and projects.
-ACCOR group: our partner in providing event venues, and
accomodation for the AEFE trainings, in exchange for support for the
humanitarian project Planet 21 (donation of school furniture, French
lessons, financial support…)
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General organization

LFB’s general organization. Routines
Students are in class from Monday to Friday, with staggered
schedules as follows:
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday: 8:00 am (Years 3 and upwards) or
8:15 (for kindergarten Years 1 and 2) to 15:00pm and 7:50am to
16:00pm (Wed 7:50am to 12:00 ) for secondary school.
Wednesday and Friday: 8:15am to 12:15pm (kindergarten, Years 1 and
2) and 8:00am to 12:30pm (Years 3, 4, 5) and 7:50am to 3:00pm
(secondary school). Doors open at 7:40am.
In kindergarten, parents are allowed to enter the school to drop
off and pick up their children in the classroom.
The yearly calendar, available on the LFB website, is regulated
by the National Education Ministry and the AEFE and is adopted each
year by the school board.
It is divided into periods of 6 to 7 weeks of class separated by
equivalent school holidays (two weeks). The weekly routine and the daily
organization comply with the instructions of National Education and the
AEFE.
Other than in exceptional circumstances, regular school
attendance is important for successful schooling and consistent monitoring
of learning. Student absences must be notified with the reason to the
following address: reception@lfbali.com
Partial attendance (certain days of the week) is not possible
other than for progressively increasing attendance by 3-year-old students in
half-day sessions).
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LFB’s governing bodies
Chaired by the president of the
management committee, and made up of
a 6-member executive board elected by
the LFB parents’ association during a
general assembly, assisted by 7 advising
members, the management committee
of the LFB ensures smooth running of
the school, good management, the
security of people and property, and
the school’s development. It drafts the
budgets, recruits staff,
ensures the
permanence and maintenance of the
premises and equipment.
As part of its mission, it can create and be assisted by committees, study
or working groups.
Chaired by the head of school, and made up of elected parents,
staff and students, the school board plays an essential role in terms
of organization and functioning of institutions in the fields of
education, teaching and school life.
The board meets to discuss and vote on the school project, to
evaluate the measures implemented and to examine new curriculum
guidelines, in the political and financial framework defined by the
management committee.
It is consulted on the development of educational structures,
extracurricular and community activities, hygiene, security, programming
and funding for school trips, means of communication with families,
employment profiles, staff trainings, or student guidance measures. It
adopts the annual school calendar and school schedules.
The Yayasan : the foundation registered under Indonesian law for
educational purposes that is responsible to the Indonesian authorities. It
has 7 members et addresses the legal and land issues.
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The teams serving the students
The teaching staff includes more that 30 people: primary
school teachers, English teachers, Indonesian teachers and kindergarten
assistant teachers for the primary school, teachers for each subject in
secondary school, a librarian, une documentaliste, three support staff, a
school nurse and a speech therapist.
All teachers are highly qualified le and most are certified by
National Education, and selected from several applications.
The head of school and her assistant who also serve as CPE
(chief education counselors) and PRIO (information and orientation
advisers) coordinate the school’s educational functions as directed by
ministerial supervisory bodies.
The chief education concelor is in charge of the school life
and the following of students in secondary school.
The financial director oversees the administrative teams
(accounting, maintenance, IT, errand runner) and ensures the daily
management of the school. About thirty service, security and gardening staff
also work for LFB.
The teaching staff meet regularly in primary teachers councils
and secondary teachers councils on matters of school organization,
classes and teaching, follow-up of educational projects, and monitoring of
students. Several joint annual work meetings allow for evaluation and
programming of school project actions.
Teachers receive continuing professional training organisée
organized in groupings of the Asia-Pacific zone. They are regularly
evaluated as part of pedagogical audits initiated by the AEFE.
.
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Pedagogy

Particularities

Projects

LFB
pedagogy

The main objectives of the LFB are ambitious and in line with the strategic
directions of the French education system abroad, namely excellence and
success for all students, by providing students with:
-Teaching methods that are active, motivating and personalized.
-An education that begins early, is unique and structured from kindergarten
onwards.
-Quality French education, highly qualified teachers.
-Reinforced teaching of modern languages that begins early and is
supported by a certification system for foreign language skills.
-Engaging science classes using modern equipment.
-An citizen education, responsible and respectful
-A rich and varied school and extracurricular sports program.
-Project-based teaching promoting multilingualism and interculturalism.
- An openness to the host country in all possible areas.
-Modern buildings and equipment, digital tools for personalized innovative
interactive practice.
-Active orientation that allows our students to enter the best schools and
universities in France and abroad.
From an early age, it is through play, action, discovery, independent
exploration and experience that the child, following their own process, builds their core
achievements. Lessons are taught in French and 3 other languages of instruction, in
accordance with the programs of French National Education.
Through the activities set up to acquire skills specific to each of the areas
and subjects taught, the student is encouraged to develop other skills: their attitude
towards learning and their group, autonomy, pleasure and the desire to learn,
curiosity, critical thinking, organization, assertiveness and self-esteem, respect for
others and collective rules, attention, perseverance, concentration.
All learning is evaluated regularly and transmitted in reports to families each term.
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LFB particularities
Reinforced teaching of 3 foreign languages that begins early: a FrenchEnglish-Indonesian trilingual system established from the age of 3 years in
the first year of kindergarten, and introduction of a second international
language (Spanish) in Year 6.
Introduction to and study of local cultures, openness to the world and
the surrounding environment: study of Indonesian cultures with a rich
calendar of intramural activities (workshops, shows, events, artistic
productions, school exchanges), various field trips and school trips on a
theme.
Personalized learning paths and students with special educational or
linguistic needs: measures in place to differentiate and assist such
students, specific paths for children with difficulties, deficiencies or
impediments, or with learning disabilities; measures to strengthen skills in
French (FLE / FLSCO – classes in French as a foreign language) for children
who speak little or no French.
Artistic education: Collective theatrical, visual or musical productions,
exhibitions, shows, visits to museums and galleries.
LFB’s theatre club is renown in the French-speaking community for its
excellence in teaching and the quality of the performances presented.
School sports: A rich and varied range of sports are offered in school and as
extracurricular activities, in-house or on external facilities such as school
swimming lessons in the 2nd and 3rd cycles, in junior and in senior high
school at the Canggu Club pool, or the the surf school from Year 1 onwards
as an extracurricular activity or part of the regular teaching program.
Learning to be autonomous, to have respect for others and the
environment: Education on environmental protection, separating waste,
hygiene, sharing and solidarity, based on actions and field trips.
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Major educational events
The school year is structured around educational events included in the
school project and bringing together the majority of students; for
example, the main ones take place at the following periods:

-Chrismas Bazaar, Carnival, Music festival and end of year (public
events), taste the week of the taste, Poets’ springtime
-School trips of sevral days for all classes from CP
-Humanitarian, eco responsible or citizen projets
-Sport projects, tournaments, competitions
-Intercultural projects, meetings, exchanges
-Scientific projects, challenges weeks with theme or raising
-Artistic, cultural projects, shows, concerts, students theatre productions
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Language
instruction

Instruction in modern languages, especially English, is part of LFB’s
priorities.
As part of the school project, in accordance with instructions from the
supervising bodies, considering the favorable local linguistic context, EIFB
has set up a high-performance innovative trilingual system in the primary
school, resulting in early and solid skills in these languages, and quickly
leading our students on the path to bilingualism and multilingualism, allowing
them later to enter English-speaking universities.
English language instruction: from 3 hours in lower kindergarten to 5.5
hours in Year 5, for half of the time, students study the language in small
groups according to their skills and in reference to the Common European
Framework of Languages, and the rest of the time they are placed in a
concrete situation of studying other subjects in English.
Indonesian language instruction: occupying tow hours per week, Bahasa
Indonesia is taught from lower kindergarten to grade 9 in half groups of
levels, depending on the students' mother tongue and skills in the language
and for one hour students are placed in a concrete situation of studying
other subjects in this language. It is also studied in lower high school and
may be taken at the BAC examination as an optional subject.
Spanish language instruction: this is offered as early and compulsory
learning as Modern Language 2 from Year 6 onwards, and is taken at the
BAC examination.
Junior high school Art is taught in Spanish or English.
Mandarin, Italian or German may also be studied as OPEX activities, or
through the CNED (distance learning) system.
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The school
project
Its priorities being to cater to students’ needs, the best
educational program for all students, openness to the world and success for
all, EIFB carefully develops quality language facilities in several languages,
to lead each student to their maximum potential on the way to success by
customizing educational pathways, and to bring the school to a level of
excellence with evaluation and examination results that are highly
satisfactory.
Along with the expected academic achievement, LFB strives to
provide its students with rewarding academic or extracurricular situations for
the personal development, good citizenship and cultural background needed
for a complete and balanced education in a multilingual context.
For all these reasons, the multi-year school project is divided into
six priority areas:
Multilingual linguistic objective - Openness to the world
Development of students - Success for all
Tools for students - General development of LFBSustainable Development
These approaches are applied through a list of specific objectives, the teams
plan each year a series of measures to be implemented in order to achieve
these goals.
The school project is an essential tool for communication with
families as partners in education.
It is also an indispensable tool for teachers and educational staff to chart the
paths that we wish for the school and to lead our students on them.
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Student orientation

Assisting and supporting students in building their
orientation plans is an important factor in motivating them, in developing
their autonomy and for the personal development of each one of them.
Allowing students and families as well as the educational
teams to develop suitable, intercultural and innovative study
programs is a major objective of the orientation work carried out at LFB.
Teaching staff under the direction of a PRIO (information and
orientation advisers) are there to help them, using the proper equipment
and resources: careers forum, conferences, orientation booth in the
multimedia library, available publications, regular orientation interviews,
activities leading to career paths and training from the beginning of junior
high school.
Under the tutelage of the AEFE, regular training is offered to
teaching staff so that this facility for students can be as efficient as
possible and lead them after the BAC examination to the best
universities, schools and institutes in France as well as abroad.
Finally, the AGORA website (www.agora.aefe.fr) allows the the
young alumni in the network to link with students of French institutions
seeking information about their future higher studies.
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Examinations, the
BAC, certifications
LFB prepares students for the DNB examinations (national
certificate) taken at the end of Year 9 on the LFB campus, and the
Baccalauréat examinations in the S (Science) and ES (Economics/Social
Studies) streams taken in Jakarta.
Students receive a solid preparation in the final study cycle
(Years 11 and 12) with close supervision from the teaching staff, small working
groups, special assistance and attention for the most fragile students, and
enrichment for high-performing and ambitious students; a system which for
several years has led to a success rate of 100% in the BAC examination,
with a high percentage of distinctions.
Preparing our students in a number of elective subjects leading to
an option for the BAC examination, especially in languages and drama
studies, has given excellent results and helped our students to earn
distinctions.
Beyond preparing for the BAC, and to lead our students after their
final exam to choose a post-BAC direction that also targets an international
path, LFB provides an opportunity for highly motivated students to train and sit
for English-language certifications that allow, with the baccalauréat, entry to
foreign universities (Canada, USA, UK, Australia, Hong-Kong, Singapore…)
LFB also prepares students for the DELE (Diploma of Spanish as
a foreign language from the Cervantes Institute) for those who are interested.
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The facilities

The buildings
LFB’s buildings are spacious, functional, modern, air
conditioned, in line with strict safety standards and meet the needs of all
students, from toddlers to young adults.
In addition to the classrooms that are specifically designed and
equipped (3 PCs per class in primary school, video projectors, educational
materials, books) for their use, students also benefit from specialized
classrooms and shared facilities of a high quality:
-New Kinder garden, secure, green, with modern equipements
-A vast library carrying more than 10 000 publications.
-A covered gymnasium and its equipment,
-Large sport and shows gazebo.
- Changing rooms.
- 5 language rooms.
-A computer room.
-A science laboratory. A technology room and a technology workshop.
-A music room.
-A dormitory for the toddlers.
-A large teachers’ room that also serves as a meeting room.
- 3 school lunch areas.
-Playgrounds with equipment. An experimental garden.
-Motorcycle parking space and car parking area
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Specialized rooms, shared facilities

The science laboratory For
high school science classes
and to prepare for the BAC
science examinations

The gymnasium is

The playgrounds with

equipped for team sports
relay runs, gymnastics,
and is used for shows.

their greenery and
equipment are where all
students may relax and
play.

The school canteen
The library carries more than

The computer room has

10,000 works and has
audiovisual equipment.

12 workstations and is
accessible for all students

5 language rooms for
English and Indonesian
classes

serves, in different
areas, all students at
lunchtime

The technology room a

The music room

place to experiment and
to build

with its instruments
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A classroom

Quality classroom furniture that is
comfortable and ergonomic

Spacious rooms fitted out for
kindergarten students

Areas for art activities
Workrooms for supervised groups,
or independant work

The computer corner dans in each
classroom for active education

All classrooms have video
projectors
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The Library /
BCD-CDI
Bibliothèque Centre
de Documentation
et d’ Information

The library is a central work-took as
well as a living area for students and
their teachers. It is also open to the
families.

The work-tool
The library’s core contents are added
to each year, and now include over
10,000 works of all kinds, in the 4
languages that are taught: albums,
magazines, novels, documentaries,
comic books, poetry, art books…, and
also CDs and DVDs.
Students may borrow one book per
week. They must take care of it and
return it on time before choosing
another. Please note, any lost or
damaged books will be charged to
families.
The orientation booth propose offers
a large selection of publications to
assist in student orientation after the
BAC (ONISEP).
An audiovisual area with computers
helps to go further in activities and
approaches and to vary them.
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The living area
Other than lending books,
readings and activities to
theme
based
on
albums,
according
to
the
project
schedule,
or the function,
grading, and orientation in the
library, take place throughout the
year. They are led by a librarian
in corrdination with the teacher,
who intorduces your child to the
world of books, pictures, reading
and discovery.
It is also a work area, for high
school students doing research
and reading by themselves.

School life

School life support service
School rules

The support service has 3 supervisors, including the team
leader, overseen by the deputy head teacher who functions as a CPE
(chief education counselor).
The support service’s task is to organize and control school
activity and student movement outside of class time: arrival and departure
of students; control and management of late arrivals and absences;
supervision of recess periods, student lunches; management and movement
of students during extracurricular activities; detentions; management of
lockers; and the compliance with general rules of discipline in the
school in line with internal school rules, the individual follow-up of the
students from grade 6 to 12 and their specific projects, the public-spirited
way and the route of their orientation.
The school rules aim to ensure that the duties and rights of members of the
school community are applied based on the principles of secularism,
neutrality, tolerance and respect for others, and of community property.
They cover conditions for high school students wishing to go out
general school attendance matters (entrance and exit of students, lunches,
extracurricular activities, use of personal objects), rules for use of facilities
and services, basic safety rules, the mode of communication with families,
and the system of disciplinary sanctions for breaking rules.
The carnet de liaison / message book maintains the link between the
school and the family.
Absences must be explained by e-mail sent to the school life support
service for all students. Lateness must be explained to the service by high
school students.
Each high school student has a locked personal locker.
Mobile telephone use by students is not permitted on school grounds.
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Student
hygiene and
security
School
meals
Wearing helmets is compulsory
when arriving at school and leaving.
Students violating this rule will be
punished.
Secure parking for motorcycles is
available.
Students eat in school, lunches must
be provided by their families.
Three options are possible:
- The student brings a lunch box
marked with their name and class and
leaves it at the kitchen in the morning.
It will be stored in the refrigerator and
reheated.
- Lunch is prepared at home and
dropped off before lunchtime at the
security post outside with the child’s
name and class on the box.
- Delivery of a meal after ordering from
different suppliers from a list on the
INFO RESTO board outside the school
entrance.
Cutlery and water are provided and
children are supervised by staff in our
dining areas during the lunch break.
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Morning snacks are provided by the
family following balanced dietary
rules.
Autonomy
and
respect
for
canteen rules: At lunch time, an
educational and convivial moment,
students are asked to respect
canteen rules.
The protection of children with
allergies is done by the health
service using a protocol that has
been discussed with the family.
Security measures are in place in
case
of
student
and
adult
containment for 3 days: safety kit,
water and food supplies, emergency
kits.
Evacuation drills are held regularly.

Mor information on our website
http://lfbali.com/V4/index.php/fr/sa
nte

School health service

The health service: A qualified school nurse is in
charge of LFB’s health service.

Students are taught
about risky behaviour

The health questionnaire in the registration documents provides
valuable and crucial information on the children's health. It must be filled
out.
The school nurse’s role is to provide first aid, assess the health status,
provide information on vaccines, administer medicine during school
hours (with a prescription), assess emergency cases and make
arrangements in case of an accident, organize and carries out medical
examinations. She also carries out hygiene and prevention measures
with students.
It is imperative that one parent can always be reached so that better care
is given to children in the event of a health problem in school.
In the event of an accident, the child is taken to the most appropriate
hospital.
Absence and illness: Sick children should not come to school (risk of
infection, discomfort, fever, ..). If the child has a fever, this is often a sign
of a contagious disease. By not sending them to school, this will prevent
it from spreading.
Students are encouraged to help themselves throughout the day to the
cool water in the water coolers.
A section dedicated to health is available on our website.
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Sports
associations

BSSA
The Bali school sport association
brings together a dozen Bali international
schools for sports matches and
competitions such as football, volleyball,
basketball, swimming, athletics and
cross-country, under the guidance of our
PE-sports teacher and our teaching
team.
The matches concern mainly voluntary
students aged 6 to 14 years, depending
on the teams that can be formed and the
possibility of having practice sessions.
They
generally
take
place
on
Wednesday afternoons but can also be
included in LFB events during school
time. Senior high school students also
have the opportunity to participate in
senior competitions on certain Thursdays
during the year.
These are optional activities whose
purpose is to promote school sports and
develop sportsmanship through matches.
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LFB sports uniform
Students need to have the
sports uniform when they join
LFB.
They should wear it on days
where they have physical
education class, for BSSA
competitions and for school
trips.
Families who wish to have
more of this outfit for their
children
may
purchase
additional uniforms at the
school life support service.

Extracurricular Activities (OPEX)
OPEX extracurricular activities are programmed every
day, after classes.
These are optional activities, with a very reasonable cost, a
playful way to enrich our teaching, that are also open to outside
students.
Covering sports, the arts, culture or languages, these activities
are run by LFB teachers and sometimes by external facilitators.
Lasting from 1 to 1.5 hours, they are organized in two sessions of
13 to 14 weeks.
Supervised study, the summer camp during the holidays and
evening child care are also included in OPEX activities.
You will find all necessary information on the activities, the list of
options, registration procedures, and rates, on the website under
the heading OPEX.
Two centers of excellence : the drama club and the surf
school.
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Communication

Parents and
the school
The management committee, made up of six parent volunteers, runs the
school and ensures implementation of school policy. They must meet
monthly in an expanded committee with invited members and
representatives of the French community in Bali to present their decisions
and actions in progress.
The school board: your elected parent representatives are the link
between the families and the school’s institutions. Made up of teachers,
parents and members of the administration and support staff, it meets three
times a year to discuss pedagogical, educational, structural, and
organizational matters concerning LFB.
The commissions: made up of parents, teachers and members of
management, members of french community, they meet several times a
year to make or submit their decisions or work regarding hygiene and
security, works, computing, scholarships .
Class parent delegates are the interface between the class teacher or the
homeroom teacher and the parents, for general questions. They take part
actively in events organized in LFB alongside teachers and attend high
school class councils.
The festival committee: Made up of parents, teachers and administrative
staff, it organizes the celebrations and major events that are held several
times a year in LFB.
The resource parents: artist, handyman, volcanologist, coral specialist,
primitive art expert, hotelier, architect, explorer, author, ceramist, agricultural
engineer, curator ...... the parents of our students are a rich resource to
complement our lessons and are ready to work alongside our teams.
Teachers may also request parents to help supervise outings, trips, or for
projects.
The ISPA : International Schools Parents association meets several
times a year to discuss educational matters and problems that are common
to the 12 international schools inBali.
FOR ALL THESE MISSIONS, LFB IS LOOKING FOR PARENTS !
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Communication tools
The message book is practial and is the preferred tool.
It follows your child home each day and back to school
the next day. In it, you will find general or class-specific
information, you may also write what you wish to
communicate to the teacher. Don’t forget to sign the
documents inside!
Meetings: A parent-teacher meeting is held in September. This is an
opportunity to address the general organization of LFB, the program outline
for each class, educational measures and projects, organization in each
class
and
to
answer
any
questions
you
may
have…
Parents’ presence
at
this
meeting
is
very
important.
At the end of each term, parents are invited for individual interviews with
teachers when report books are given. This is a time to review the
situation.
The « house-school » link is essential for education to succeed. It is built
through the consistency that parents and teachers show over time.
Educational Partnership: the dialogue between parents and teachers fully
contributes to the well being of your child at school and to the progress that
they will make over time. Thus, in order to build a relationship of mutual
trust, in case of problems, misunderstanding, quickly contact the class
teacher or homeroom teacher of your child, who would be the main person
to benefit from a serene atmosphere
Appointments: do not hesitate to make an appointment with the teachers
to discuss progress, or difficulties that your child may have, to review
matters, or for any questions. The head of school, Mrs. Larive, is also
available by appointment to discuss the broader issues with you.
The Secretariat : this is your contact point for any material issues.
The school board’s minutes of meetings: Sent to all families each term,
it gives a detailed inventory of the school’s organization, its pedagogical
and academic life and answers various questions from parents.
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Contact persons and
useful numbers

Operator: + 62 361 47 32 314

0361 47 32 314

Fax : + 62 361 47 32 315

0361 47 32 315

Website: www.lfbali.com
Head of school: veronique.larive@lfbali.com
Assistant to head of school in charge of the secondary school:
cedric.gaulandeau@lfbali.com
Financial director: daf@lfbali.com
Secretariat – Registration service: administration@lfbali.com
Absences : inform by e-mail to: reception@lfbali.com
Health service: caroline.bonnet@lfbali.com
School life support service and extracurricular activities: ethel@lfbali.com
Management committee: cg@lfbali.com
School board: ce@lfbali.com
Festival committee: cf@lfbali.com
Honorary Consulate of France : + 62 361 47 30 834

361 47 30 834

Alliance française : +62 361 23 41 43

361 23 41 43

info@afdenpasar.org

www.afdenpasar.org

LFB guidebook : available in 3 languages at the secretariat or the support
service
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Forms and
information
Registration forms: These are essential
to register your child, and must be
returned completed with all documents
before the student begins school.
The registration forms are available at
the office and can be downloaded from
our website.
Pre-registration: this is done by completing all or part of the registration
forms and returning them to the secretariat.
All sections of the registration forms must be filled in: Health
questionnaire and conditions for administering medicine; Emergency
form; Permission form for junior high school students to leave,
Permission form for having students’ pictures taken; Persons authorized
to pick up the child.
Any change in this information during the year must be informed to:
reception@lfbali.com
Other forms or documents will be sent to you during the year, such as:
-Permission form for school day trips
- Permission form to take part in BSSA sports competitions
-Permission form to give your contact details to parent representatives
-The canteen charter
- The library charter
-The charter for locker use
Absence of parents : If you are away (both parents) and leave your
children to other adults, the school must receive a written authorization
from you giving power to the host family in case of accident (by e-mail or
in the message book) .
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Assignments and staff roles
The head of school: Directs the teams and has full
educational responsibility for the school, ensures, with
the management committee, the smooth running of the
school and compliance with the regulations of the
supervisory bodies. She decides on admissions
Assistant to the head of school: member of the daily management team, she
assists the head of school on all issues concerning the high school, directs the
school life support service and orientation.
The financial director: member of the daily management team, he directs and
supervises the financial, accounting and maintenance services.
The teacher: teaches according to the regulations and programs of French National
Education and the recommendations of the AEFE. They are often staff seconded
from the Ministry of Education.
The chief education concelor : in charge of the school life and the following of
students projects in secondary school.
The support service team leader: manages the team of supervisors, organizes all
matters relating to school life and the organization of extracurricular activities,
enforces the rules of discipline.
The executive secretary, in charge of registrations: assists the principal, processes
registrations and everyday administrative procedures and those relating to the staff
The receptionist : communicates with families, answers the telephone, redirects
calls, ensures that the telephone is manned, gives information.
The supervisor: supervises student movement outside class hours, monitors
recess periods, lunch times, dismissal times, staff duty hours.
The school nurse: in charge of the school health service, she ensures sanitary
control at school, protection of sick children, preventive measures against risky
behavior, medical check-ups, and handles the little scratches and first aid. Her role
is also to listen.
The speech therapist:in charge of the reeducation of the language difficulties
The librarian: she runs the library, hosts the students, directs and advises them on
books, manages the stock of books, places orders.
The facilities manager: is responsible for all aspects of maintenance, works
progress, procurement and security. Manages the service teams.
The handyman: handles all odd jobs and daily repairs.
The accountant: receives payments and pays bills.
The kindergarten teaching assistant: assists the kindergarten teacher in
supervising students, in preparing the class and in workshops.
The errand runner, the security guards, the cleaners, the gardeners: also
participate actively in the well being and security of the children.
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Practical informations
Clothes:
Choose
comfortable,
practical, tough clothing, (avoid
straps, buttons for younger children),
shoes that are closed at the back
(including sandals) for easy running,
with velcro if possible (easy to undo
and put back on).
Avoid flip-flops as much as possible.
Encourage your children to wear
the LFB sports uniform!
School bag: Each student should
bring a school bag that can hold an
A4 format. Backpacks are preferable.
School supplies : students should
have some personal supplies as
shown in the list sent to parents and
available on the website.
Lost and found objects: Drop them
off or pick them up at the support
service.

Helmets: Compulsory for all students
arriving
or
leaving
school
on
motorcycles. Must be stored in lockers.
Caps: highly
outdoors.

recommended

when

Personal belongings: personal
games, toys and jewelry personnels
are not welcome at school.

Security in the vicinity of LFB: The
safety instructions given by our staff
around the school should be strictly
respected by all to ensure the
protection of our students.

Student cards: available on request
from the secretariat, please provide a
photo.

School insurance: Additional medical
insurance for each family.
Schedule: Parents are invited to
respect arrival times of students in
school so as not to disrupt classes.

We
recommend
that
belongings are marked with
the child’s name.
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IT CAN SOMETIMES HAPPEN THAT A CHILD…
•Gets into
arguments or fights
This happens if they have not yet absorbed social rules on
good group behavior, even if they have been taught about
this with proper methods, even if children are supervised at
all times and everywhere, it is difficult to avoid all clashes.
In all cases, teachers or support staff are there to
resolve the conflict. A parent cannot intervene in this inschool conflict.
•Ruins
their
clothes

It can happen that they get their clothes dirty, that they fall
and pierce or even tear their clothes. It is preferable that
the child wears tough, inexpensive clothing.

•Loses
their
belongings

To avoid unintended exchanges, loss or, more rarely, thefts,
students should bring only their school things, and if
possible, marked with their name. Most of the time, lost
items are found. The school is not responsible for lost or
stolen personal items . Found objects are left at the
support service.

•Makes up
stories,
fantasizes
…

Small events can sometimes be transformed by both
older and younger children for their own interests. If you
are in doubt about some statements that seem
suspicious, do not hesitate to ask for confirmation
from teachers.

•Skips
classes
…or comes
to class
tired ….

Teenagers can be experts at this and find all kinds of good
reasons to miss classes: illness, fatigue, forgetting books ...
Help us to supervise them in this area, to motivate them in
the morning and promote a healthy lifestyle, especially for
sleep. And ban late nights out during the week!
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Questions and Answers
Why do students not wear uniforms in the French school?
Currently, this is not the choice of the school community as represented
by the school board and does not correspond to the needs of French
schools in France or abroad or to a particular need of LFB students. The
sports uniform that is functional, practical, comfortable and carries the
LFB logo is often worn by our students. It is required for school trips,
and serves quite well as a uniform.
How is the annual school calendar for students established, as
well as the weekly class routine and the schedules?
In the institutional framework of the Ministry of Education and the
Agency for French Teaching Abroad which gives clear, non-derogable
instructions (leave periods, number of days, hours, mid-day breaks, ...),
and taking into account local needs and constraints, the school board
meets to prepare the annual school calendar and / or routines of the
school week. They are then voted by the same board and submitted for
validation to the AEFE.
My child has difficulties, how can they be helped?
There are several efficient measures to help: Personalized assistance in
primary school, personalized support, an hour of class council in high
school, support in French as a foreign language, and individual care of
students in class as part of remediation time. A personal plan for
educational success (PPRE) or a personal education plan (PPS) can be
implemented in cases of severe difficulties or disability. In all cases, the
educational team, made up of parents, teachers and therapists, meets
regularly and works consistently for the well being and success of the
student.
Why is there no literary stream in senior high school?
LFB offers the S (science) stream and the ES (economics and social
studies) stream, which is already considerable, taking into account the
number of students in senior high school. Demand is insufficient to
consider opening a L (literary) stream.
What is a double level class?
This is a class that consists of two groups of students in different levels
(e.g., lower and intermediate kindergarten, Year 1 and Year 2. This
system exists in all schools in France and abroad and are not a problem
either for students or for the teams. The classes are generally small and
organized to favor work in small groups. The LFB has 1 or 2 classes
with double levels in order to admit all students who register, and to
place them in homogeneous groups.
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Questions and Answers
Is it possible for my child to join a class for one or more days before
their registration?
No, first due to insurance issues, and most important, the class is a group
of students who share and live many things together, between whom
relationships and interactions set in. The class is not a childcare service,
one-time attendances are not allowed, serve no purpose in preparing the
child, and there is no trial period possible before registration. On the other
hand, a tour of the school with the prospective student is a very good thing
and can be done by appointment, for families who request it.
Is it possible to enter English-language universities with the BAC?
The French BAC is of a very high level, higher than the international
baccalaureate (IB) and allows our students to enter English-language
universities, provided they have a certification in English such as TOEFL
(Test of English as foreign language) or Cambridge IGCSE (International
General certificate of secondary education). These certifications are
prepared in LFB for students who wish to do so. Many English-language
universities are looking for students having obtained a distinction in the
French BAC , which is a safe bet.
Can my child leave school before the dismissal time, can they take
leave for special reasons?
School is not compulsory before the age of 6 years, so there is a some
tolerance allowed for kindergarten students. From Year 1 onwards, leaving
early or outside the planned holiday periods is generally harmful and it is
strongly discouraged. Please note as well that the awarding of government
scholarships is subject to good school attendance.
Could you give me work for my child who will be on leave outside
school holidays for personal reasons ?
The work given in class corresponds to sequences in a progression.
Disconnecting the exercises from the lessons is of no interest for the
student. If your child must be absent due to exceptional circumstances, the
teacher can give you the topics to be learned.
Could you give me my children’s report book ahead of schedule ?
Assessments correspond to particular, targeted times in learning phases.
This is why they are given to families at the end of the period, when the
entire process is completed. If the family must leave the school before the
term ends and report books are handed out, they will be sent later.
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Questions and Answers
Can my child, who was born in the early months of the year,
be registered for the class of the older age group?
No. This is against French school regulations. Children are
enrolled in their age group, and if through close observation and
general evaluation of the student in class, the teacher in charge
believes that the child is not in the right group, the council of
teachers, or of the class, meets, reviews the case and may decide
to shorten the child’s learning cycle, and change their class. This is
quite rare and is usually done late in the cycle. Lengthening of the
cycle may also be done, in special cases, which is decided in the
same way, if a child is to benefit from a little more time to develop
in good conditions.
My child was in a different school system than the French
system, must they take an entrance test?
Entry into kindergarten and year 1 is not subject to testing, it is from
Year 2 onwards that children from another system are tested
before entry. Children who do not speak French will, after they
arrive, learn gradually within their group, through interaction,
communication situations, and they will be supported through
special measures (personalized assistance, French for schooling in
French - FLSCO ).
Can I teach my child to read at home?
It is best not to do this. This is what professional teachers and the
school are for! Why not let the child develop at their own pace,
within the group, and share these great discoveries with his class
and his classmates? Parents do not necessarily have the skills and
are not always in a good position to teach their children to read,
and it can sometimes be a problem, especially if the child has not
learned the basics, which are taught gradually in kindergarten.
Why is the school so expensive when it is free in France ?
Schooling is not free in France, it costs more than in French
establishments around the world, a cost that is paid for collectively
through taxes. Tuition fees are evaluated as fairly as possible to
ensure financial stability for the school while providing students
with the best learning conditions possible. Families facing financial
difficulties in paying school fees should contact the consulate for
consideration for a scholarship, or LFB to discuss an installment
plan.
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Questions and Answers

Should children be given work during the summer holidays?
Normally, holidays give children time to rest. However, holiday
workbooks from major publishers are generally well made and fun and
a little talk in certain areas needing improvement can be useful for
some students who have not yet mastered the French language. The
teachers will let you know.
My child is sick, can they be excused from swimming class?
If your child is sick, they should be excused from school and not come
at all. If, due to medical reasons related specifically to swimming, your
child must be excused from this class, this will be done by providing a
medical certificate, as school swimming is an integral part of the sports
curriculum for students.
Is the school trip compulsory?
No, it is not compulsory, it is up to each family to sign their child up for
this or not, but considering that it is a long pedagogical project that
involves the entire class, it would be a great pity if your child does not
take part. Should you have any concerns, discuss them with the
teacher or the head of school, we will generally find a solution.
Why are swimming classes not given for all classes?
Swimming is taught in cycles following National Education regulations
as part of physical education lessons in schools, which must allow
room for other types of sports included in national programs. The
schedule of swimming classes for LFB students is consistent with
these instructions.
My child has just come from France, will they be up to level in
English?
Strategies for students who come with very different linguistic
baggage, and differentiation within the modern language classes allow
everyone to quickly find their feet, feel comfortable in class, and
progress very quickly. Multilingual projects and active, lively and
motivating learning methods, will help to quickly get up to speed.
How do you envisage development of the teaching of the host
country’s language in LFB?
In the middle term, the project is to scale up the teaching of Indonesian
in LFB following a multi-year plan and a pedagogy of teaching subjects
with integration of foreign (EMILE system).
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Questions and Answers
Why have the administrative documents not all been
translated into English?
It is very difficult to translate all the documents. Some are in two or
three languages, especially the registration forms and information
on the website. Of course, verbal or written communication with
teachers through the message book, or interviews, can be done in
English, if necessary.
What do you do in case of pediculosis?
The health service checks the heads of children, identifies students
having lice, informs the child's family so that treatment is done at
home, and parents of students in the class are encouraged to carry
out preventive treatment.
Why do you not have a canteen?
It’s a matter of space. We have neither the space nor the structures
for a kitchen. Supervised outdoor meal areas are available for
students to eat their own meals.
What snacks should I give my child?
Fruits are recommended as a morning snack, being fresh, healthy
and hydrating, while their sugar content provides energy for the
rest of the morning. In addition, they keep well, even outdoors.
Why is the use of mobile phones by students banned inside
EIFB grounds?
To ensure a studious classroom climate, prevent noise, loss of
attention, cheating and, more rarely, harassment.
Why can not we choose the class or teacher for our child?
These are the prerogatives of the teaching teams who place
students in classes in the best way possible, based on specific
criteria and in the interest of all.
What does school insurance cover?
It is civil liability and medical insurance, a complement to the
family’s own medical insurance, that covers part of the medical
costs associated with accidents occurring in the context of school
and extracurricular activities.
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Related documents. Links to the LFB website
Available on the website
The school project
Orientation
Back to School Information
Schedules
School calendar

Class blogs

Health service – Health information

LFB news

School life

Meals

School rules

Registration, rates, payment

Gepi : online homework notebook

Minutes of management and board meetings

Library : BDC - CDI

Recruitment

OPEX : extracurricular activities

Links to our partners

BSSA information

Guided tour

Music

Contacts

List of school supplies
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The LFB practical guide book

Jalan Umalas Kauh 76, Kerobokan, Bali, 80117 Indonésie +623614732314 administration@lfbali.com, www.lfbali.com

